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1. Introduction
The Automator is a new approach to personal automation projects. It offers both the electronic hobbyist and
industrial designer the means to quickly create an automation system without the whole learning process of computer
operating systems, programming languages and compatibility problems.
The board plugs into a standard USB port and is recognised immediately by all versions of Windows
(XP and later) without the need to install any drivers.
It can be "programmed" to do its automation using a simple text file.
Stepper motors, servos, relays, switches and a whole range of other common devices connect directly to the
board. Unlike many other solutions, once you have your automation project designed and working, you can reproduce
it in your own hardware, if you wish, using just the controller chip supplied by us. We provide the complete circuit
diagram of the board enabling you to do your own version on stripboard, protoboard or even full PCB. It can be a
complete solution in its own right or a low cost simple stepping stone to personal control projects and ad-hoc
industrial automation.
The Automator is supplied in three forms....
It is available as a low cost set of parts including a PCB (printed circuit board) and components. This
obviously requires soldering but it is a very simple task requiring typically about 20 to 30 minutes. We are confident
you will find this process easy even if you are relatively new to soldering but, as a backup, we offer a "get you going"
service for a fixed low price (just in case).
- It is also available fully assembled and tested ready to plug into a USB port.
- It is available as "just the PIC chip" where you can use it directly on your own hardware. The PIC chip is supplied
pre-programmed with the Automator software (firmware) and, once connected to a USB, will still be able to use the
supplied Automator software enabling text control.
As mentioned above, the Automator can use a simple text file to specify how it is to operate. The text file is
used by our "JustText" software which can be downloaded free of charge from our website. This forms the "bridge"
between the text file and the board and offers help and checking of your text file before using it to operate the board.

2.

Constructing the Automator

For those that have purchased the self-construct version of the Automator, this section provides all relevant
information on how to assemble the board. If you are already familiar with the techniques of soldering and PCB
assembly then you will probably just skip this section and simply use the parts list provided below. The board is very
simple and quick to construct but these few notes should help make things very clear.
The tools you will need for assembling the board are as follows...
- A Soldering Iron. Almost any will do but a small tip is recommended.
- Solder. Standard solder wire with "flux" present in the solder is recommended. Bar solder is not recommended.
- Side Cutters. A pair of cutters (snips) for trimming excess lead length from fitted components
The Automator board is a pre-drilled standard PCB (printed
circuit board) with all required connections fabricated via copper tracks
on the board. The components to be fitted must be soldered on the
underside of the board. i.e. the component
leads/pins should be inserted through the holes in
the top of the board and then soldered
underneath. Most of the components just fit
directly into their relevant holes with the exception of the resistor which needs to have its
leads bent to shape. To identify which component goes where you will use the parts list
below. This shows the component, its value and the identifying code which will be found on
the board where it is to be fitted. For example R1 is the resistor (10K) and is fitted
through the two holes adjacent to the label 'R1' on the board. Once soldered, this
component will need its leads trimmed with cutters. This also applies to both
capacitors (C1 & C2). The other components are simply positioned and soldered.

The ICs (integrated circuits) are not soldered directly to the board. They
are "plugged in" to sockets which ARE soldered to the board. The sockets
are fitted to labels IC1 and IC2 and are soldered on the underside as
normal. It should be noted that each socket has a small notch on one end.
This shows which way round the sockets are to be fitted, i.e. the notch
should correspond to the notch shown on the board. Once all soldering has
been completed and the board fully assembled, the two ICs (PIC16F1459 and ULN2003A) should be "Plugged in" to
their corresponding sockets making sure all legs are fully inserted into the socket. Again, the small notch on the end of
the ICs should align with the notch on the board and socket to ensure its fitted the correct way round. The board is
now ready to use.

Parts List
Part
Number

Description

Photo

Board Placement

Notes

IC1

20 Pin DIL
Socket

The small notch on one end of the
socket indicates which way it should
be fitted to the board. i.e. match up
with the notch on the board outline.
The PIC16F14509 is fitted to this
socket

IC2

16 Pin DIL
Socket

Small notch oriented as described
above. This socket is for the
ULN2003A chip.

R1

10k Resistor

Can be fitted either way round. Leads
need trimmed on underside after
soldering.

Can be fitted either way round. Leads
need trimmed on underside after
soldering.

C1

1uF Capacitor

C2

1uF Capacitor

Can be fitted either way round. Leads
need trimmed on underside after
soldering.

PL5,
PL6,
PL7,
PL8,
PL10

3 way header

Shorter ends through board

PL3, PL4

4-way header

Shorter ends through board

PL2

5-way header

Shorter ends through board

PL1

USB Socket

PL9

6v

Connection point for external 6v
supply (no component fitted here)

3.

Connecting Devices to Automator
Automator is designed to control a
wide range of common devices. Many devices only
require switching on and off and these are operated
using the digital/switching outputs. Some devices
need more complex signals and Automator provides
such signals for the Stepper Motor and Servos. It is
also common to have inputs to a control system
allowing external control. These are provided for
using the digital inputs. Each of these connection
points will now be described in more detail.
Photo on right shows typical device
connection with all connection points in use.

3.1

Connecting a Stepper Motor to Automator
Stepper motors are available in a few different types. Automator is designed for the most common
type which is a 4 phase unipolar type. Typically these have 5 or more wires. Where there are more than 5 wires the
extra wires are all simply connected together reducing it to 5 separate connections again. The connector (PL2) on
Automator shows these 5 connections as PH1-PH4 and V+. This corresponds to the 4 required "phase" signals and
the motor power supply "V+". Many of the smaller stepper motors use a 6v supply. When using one of these motors
it becomes a very simple case of using the 6v supply directly available on the board. This is normally provided by
connecting a battery pack or similar to the "6v" connection points on the board. In this case, typical stepper motors
such as the very common one shown below, can be directly connected to PL2.

However, for maximum flexibility, you don't need to use 6v motors or even those with identical connectors to
the one shown. Using individual wires, you can connect a very wide range of stepper motors to Automator. The photo
below shows our standard stepper motor connected to Automator in this way. This motor uses a 12v supply.

In cases where you use an alternative motor it is important to identify which colour of wire corresponds to the
above signals and the voltage/current required. i.e. you will need the motor data sheet. For compatibility with
Automator, the maximum voltage used in this way is 30v and the maximum phase current is 500mA. Note: this is for
connecting by the individual method shown and not via the labelled 6v connection points.
Note on Stepper Resolution. Stepper motor resolution is an important characteristic of any stepper motor.
This defines how many steps it takes to complete a full revolution. Typically this is between 50 and 200 steps per rev
although many other resolutions are possible. The standard stepper motor shown above has 200 steps per rev whilst
the small one which is directly connected needs considerably more since it has a "built-in" 64:1 reduction gearbox.
Reduction gearboxes offer many advantages such as increased position resolution and increased torque capability, but
at the expense of reduced maximum speed.
3.2

Connecting a Servo to Automator
Almost all servos have a common interface requirement consisting of 3 connections. When using a "standard"
servo it is simply a case of plugging it into one of the four servo connection points (PL5-PL8) and connecting a 6v
power supply (or battery pack) to PL9

The details of the three connection pins are..
SIG Servo Signal. This is a pulse width modulated signal that controls it position. This is generated
automatically by Automator whenever you specify the position you want.
V+ . This is the power supply required by the servo. This can vary from one servo to another but the most
common is 6v. When using 6v servos the 6v external supply connected to PL9 provides the power directly to the V+
connection point
GND. This is the common ground between the board and servo.
If you need to use a servo with a different power supply requirement or different pin configuration then individual
wires can be fitted to the board servo connections in a similar way to the stepper motor above.

3.3

Connecting to Digital Outputs
Three digital outputs are available on the
Automator providing a flexible control option for a wide
range of devices which simply require ON/OFF type
control. The three outputs are available with two different
electrical characteristics. namely: standard 5v digital logic
and switching (open collector).
The standard digital logic form is available on
connector PL4. To use these outputs you simply need the
GND connection and the chosen output(s). An example is
shown on the right for the switching on and off of an LED.

The switching form of the outputs is
available on PL3. These outputs are standard open
collector type and can be used for a wide range of
voltages rather than just the standard 5v type
described above. They are particularly suitable for
switching inductive devices such as motors, relays
and solenoids which can be very useful in control
systems. The maximum voltage that can be used with
these outputs is 36v and maximum current capability
on each output is 500mA. An example is shown
below of how to connect a 24v DC motor to output 1

As a convenience, the 6v supply made available on the
board from PL9 (where used) is also available on the PL3 connector
(labelled V+). This offers a convenient way of using 6v devices.
Below is an example of a 6v solenoid being used on switching
output 1.
Note: The Automator has three independent digital outputs
with each available in these two electrical forms (digital and
switching). i.e. it is not 6 independent outputs although you can
"drive" both forms at the same time.

3.4

Connecting to Digital Inputs
In any control system it is very useful to take account of controlling
inputs. The two digital inputs make this possible and are available on PL10. Any
device which can provide a simple digital signal (0-5v) can be used connecting
the GND and the chosen input pin to the device. The simplest and most common
choice is a switch. The board has on-chip "pull ups" which mean that a switch
connected as shown below will work correctly.

4.

Just-Text Software
Just Text software available for free download from the PC Control website and can be used with all forms of
Automator.
The world of control and automation using motors, solenoids, lamps and all sorts of other devices has long
been restricted to those who can write computer programs. "Just Text" opens up this world to non-programmers (and
programmers who want it a bit easier). If you can create a simple text file on your computer then you can operate this
world of devices and build your own automation system.
What do we mean by "Control and Automation"
It sounds a glamorous title but it's simply a way of making devices such as motors, solenoids, lamps etc.
behave in a pre-determined way automatically. This can be for something as simple as an on-off timer for lights to a
more complex motion control application where motors move objects around in a precisely defined sequence.
Although widely used in the industrial environment, automation is becoming increasingly used in the "hobbyist" area.
A good example would be as a model train controller, where the motion of the trains and their speed is governed by
the position of the track points and signals with horns and lighting added to the mix. It is also quite popular with
photographers who want to move the camera at regular intervals in a pre-defined sequence taking photos at each
position. Astronomers may use it to alter the position of the telescope making it travel automatically to a specific
portion of the sky. Shop owners very often employ window displays which automate all sorts of animatronic figures,
especially during the festive periods. The scope of control and automation is nothing short of vast. It is really down to
the imagination and creativity of the user what can be done.
In most cases the control system includes three main elements: namely, inputs, outputs and control logic.
Inputs are the means to let the controller know what is happening in the real world and can be as simple as a switch to
a complex motion detector or temperature sensor. Outputs are the "things" which are controlled. These can be simple
on-off lights to speed and direction of motors. The control logic is the "rules" by which these elements know what to
do. Decades ago, these "rules" were actually "hard wired" into arrangements of relays and switching devices. Today
the vast majority rely on computing power and a set of instructions for the computer. The latter offering the best
option for flexibility and ease of change.
How does Just-Text perform "Control and Automation" for the Automator
The Automator has electronic components which provide for "reading" inputs, switching outputs, controlling
a stepper motor and positioning servos. Specifically....
Inputs: - These are standard digital type; which means that it will recognise if an input is on or off. This can be from a
simple switch or a more complex device which provides a voltage output corresponding to it being on or off.
Outputs:- These are simple switching type outputs which offer a means of switching on and off external devices of all
types. The three outputs on the Automator are available in two separate forms. They are available both as simple
digital signals which change from 0 - 5v and as switching type outputs which are based on the traditional "open
collector" switching technique. Although the switching outputs are limited to fairly low powered devices, they can be
used to operate relays which in turn can then operate almost any power of device.
Stepper Motor Control:- Full control of a unipolar stepper motor by specifying the number of steps it should take , in
which direction and the time interval between steps.
Servo Control:- Most servos rely on a standard interface which allows it to be instructed to move to a given angular
position. The Automator provides this control for 4 Servos.
The power and simplicity of Just-Text really begins to show when it comes to specifying the control
requirements for the automation. As previously mentioned, this is a simple text file. It can be created using the "builtin" text editor which is part of the Just-Text software or any other text editor which doesn't involve fancy formatting
or font and colour enhancements, i.e. simple , plain text. A good example is the text editor which comes with all
Windows systems called "Notepad".
Each separate line of this text file has a single instruction which will be used by Just-Text to perform the
desired operation on the connected Automator. For example....
- OUTPUT 2 ON
- WAIT 10 SEC
- STEPMOTOR 200 FORWARD

will turn on switching output number 2.
will wait for 10 seconds before moving on to the next line of text.
will run stepper motor forward 200 steps.

As you can see the instructions are designed to be as close to plain English as possible. Just-text software
provides a checking facility to check your text for any errors and explain what is wrong. Once the text is correct you
simply click on "Start" to see it operate via the Automator which would be connected to a USB port.

4.1

Software Installation
To install Just-Text software simply download the zip file from the PC Control Website at ...

http://www.pc-control.co.uk/control/products/boards/automator.php
Unzip the files contained within it using your preferred "unzip" program and then double click on the file
named "setup" (also shown as setup.exe). This will begin the installation process. On some windows systems,
including Windows 10, you may be asked to confirm that you want to install uncertified software. You will need to
confirm to allow this to proceed. The installation will create a desktop icon which can then be used to start the
program.
All you have to do now is connect the Automator to a free USB port.

There is no "Windows Driver" to be installed
All Windows operating systems since XP already have the appropriate driver installed, so there is nothing
more to do. As soon as you connect the board to a USB port, Windows will recognise the board and configure it
automatically, ready to use. This applies to Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7,8 and 10 (both 32 and 64bit).

4.2

Using the Just-Text Software ( It's as easy as 1,2,3)

Just-Text software is divided into 3 main functions.
Create and Edit your Text
Before you can control anything you need to create your text file. This will contain the instructions
that you want the Automator to follow. The simplest way is to directly type your text into the text edit area on the JustText main screen, but, you can also create your text file using any editor you like as long as it is simple text without
any type of formatting. By formatting we mean, fonts, colours and any other embellishments aimed at presentation. A
good example of this type of editor is "Notepad" which is included with all installations of Windows. If you use this
type of editor to create your text file then you can simply "Open" it with Just-Text and it will appear in the Edit Area
ready for the next step. Whichever way you create it, you can then save it as a ".txt" file to your computer as normal.
The instructions in the text file correspond to a range of operations that can be performed by the Automator.
The full list of these operations/instructions can be found in the reference section. In all cases, the text of the
instruction is written in CAPITAL letters with a single space between the individual parts of the instruction. For
example to run the stepper motor forward 1500 steps you would use...
STEPMOTOR 1500 FORWARD
Each separate line is a separate instruction. Just-Text will
start at line 1 and progress down the list one line at a time executing each instruction in turn. (there are instructions
which can make it "jump" to other lines but we will cover that later).
Just-Text executes the instruction very quickly. In the case above, the stepper motor will start doing its 1500
steps within 100ms seconds of processing that instruction (i.e. 0.1 sec). You can see, therefore that the following
sequence of instructions may initially be misleading...
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
You would think that the motor will go forward then reverse then forward again and then reverse. No. Since
the first 3 instructions are processed within 300 milliseconds (100 ms each) the only one that has time to take effect is
the last one which will see the motor moving in reverse. What we need is a way of delaying the progress from one step
to the next. For this we use the WAIT instruction.
The above example now becomes...
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
WAITSTEPMOTOR
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
WAITSTEPMOTOR
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
WAITSTEPMOTOR

STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
Now we will see the stepper motor go forward for 500 steps then reverse for 500 steps then forward 500 and
finally reverse. Full details on these and all other instructions can be found in the reference section.
Check / verify your text
There is always the possibility of typing errors and incorrect use of instructions etc.. so your text must
be checked before running it. Pressing the "Check" button will allow Just-Text to perform a thorough examination of
your text and let you know of any errors. It will also provide additional information to help you correct any problems.

Give it a Try !!!
You can now start the text instructions "running" by pressing the "Start" button. The current
instruction being processed will appear in the "active" window. This will continually be updated until your text
instructions are completed. Note that it is possible to create a continuous loop where your processing will never
finish. If you want to manually stop the board then press the "Stop" button. This will cause it to stop immediately.
Pressing the resume button will cause the text processing to resume from where it left off. Re-pressing the
"Start" button at any time will "re-start" your text from the beginning.
For convenience there are also some other facilities for running the text instructions. You can select "Line by
Line" mode. In this mode a single instruction (line of text) will be performed each time the "Next Line" button is
pressed. This can help you see exactly what your instructions are doing in a slow, controlled way and allow you to see
where your logic is working or not. The "Restart" button will force the "Next Line" to be the first one again.
The "Reset Board" button will return all settings on the Automator to a default condition where all outputs and motor
are off and servos are at mid position. This can be useful if you need to turn off quickly !.

4.3

Manual Mode

When you first have your devices connected to the Automator it can be useful to operate them individually to
verify everything is connected and working correctly. Manual control mode provides this. Click on the "Manual
Control" tab to access this facility.
The screen area is divided up into four separate sections for inputs, outputs, stepper motor control and servo
control.
The "Digital Outputs Control" section is self explanatory. i.e. click on the number '1' tick box to turn on
output 1 and again to turn it back off. Similarly for outputs 2 and 3.
The "Digital Inputs Checking" section simply shows the current state of the digital inputs when you click on
the "Read Inputs" button. A tick present means the input is "high" (i.e. logic '1' or simply at +5v). No tick therefore
corresponds to "low" (i.e. logic '0' , 0v)
The "Stepper Motor Control" section allows you to specify the number of steps, the direction and the time
interval between steps before actually clicking on the "Run Stepper" button to operate the stepper motor. Note that the
"Set Step Interval" setting is independent of the main "Run Stepper" control allowing you to set this before or while
the motor is running.
The "Servo Position Control" allows full independent access to the position of each of the 4 servos. The
current servo position is shown in the adjacent box. This is a number in the range 1 to 254 and corresponds to the
servo position of fully anticlockwise through to fully clockwise giving a very good resolution of control. Note that
there is a general variation from one servo type to another as to the definition of fully one way or the other. Some span
180 degrees others have slightly more or slightly less than this and it depends entirely on the specific manufacturers
design.
This position can be changed in a few different ways. You can simply type a new number into the box and
press tab, or you can change it incrementally using the up-down arrows next to this box. You can also just drag the
pointer on the slider control left and right. The "Centre" button on the right restores the servo to its mid position.

5.

Text Reference
The following is a list of all the "Keywords" that can be used in constructing your text file with a
description of what they do and how to use them. Each description shows the general format of the instruction line
containing the keyword and an example of its use.
OUTPUT
The OUTPUT keyword provides control of the three switching type outputs available. The outputs can have
one of two possible settings (i.e. ON or OFF).
Instruction Format:

OUTPUT <output number> <onoff >

output number:

This is the specific output to be turned on or off and must be in the range 1 to 3

onoff:

Self explanatory: use either of the words ON or OFF

Example:

OUTPUT 2 ON
this turns on output 2

WAIT
Normal progress from one line of text to the next is virtually immediate (approx 0.1s). The WAIT keyword
allows a delay to be introduced while you wait for things to happen or complete. The delay period can be specified in
milliseconds, seconds or minutes.
Instruction Format:

WAIT <duration> <units>

duration:

The time to wait

units:

Can be either MS, SEC or MIN, corresponding to milliseconds, seconds or minutes

Example:

WAIT 100 SEC
this will cause a delay of 100 seconds

Note:

The smallest unit of time used is 100 milliseconds. If you specify something else ,
such as 125 MS, it will be rounded.

STEPMOTOR
The STEPMOTOR keyword provides control of the stepper motor .
Instruction Format:

STEPMOTOR < number of steps > <direction>

number of steps:

The number of steps to move. Any number in the range 1 to 5000000

direction:

The direction of rotation of the motor. Can be either FORWARD or REVERSE

Example:

STEPMOTOR 1200 FORWARD
Stepper motor will rotate forward by 1200 steps. Note that the speed of rotation is based on
the current setting for step interval (i.e. the time between steps). This has a default value of
5 milliseconds but can be changed using the STEPINTERVAL instruction.

STEPINTERVAL
The STEPINTERVAL keyword allows the default setting for the interval between steps (5ms) to be changed
to suit your application.
Instruction Format:

STEPINTERVAL <time interval>

time interval:

The time interval to be used between steps. This can be any number in the range 1 to 30000
and corresponds to the number of milliseconds to be used

Example:

STEPINTERVAL 30
Stepper motor will now have a step interval of 30 milliseconds.
Note: Time intervals are approximate and may have small errors especially at the shortest durations

STEPHALT
The STEPHALT keyword will stop the currently running stepper motor. Note that a stepper motor will
automatically stop once it completes its required number of steps. This instruction forces the motor to stop regardless
of the number of steps remaining.
Instruction Format:

STEPHALT

Example:

STEPHALT
stepper motor will be stopped.

WAITSTEPMOTOR
The WAITSTEPMOTOR keyword will pause the execution of the text instructions until the stepper motor
has completed the steps it is currently running. i.e. using the STEPMOTOR instruction (already described above) will
start the specified stepper motor doing its required steps but will not wait until its finished before progressing to the
next instruction in the text file.
Instruction Format:

WAITSTEPMOTOR

Example:

WAITSTEPMOTOR
pause at current text instruction until stepper motor has completed its steps

SERVO
The SERVO keyword provides independent control for each of the four possible servos.
Instruction Format:

SERVO < number > < position >

number:

This is the servo number identifying which servo is to be used. This corresponds to the board
labels SERVO 1 to SERVO 4.

position:

The position that the servo arm is to move to. This is a number in the range 1 to 254 and
corresponds to fully anti-clockwise through to fully clockwise over the available range of the
servo. Note that servos vary in the actual range of operation and these numbers may
correspond to different angles on different makes and models of servo.

Example:

SERVO 2 210
Servo number 2 will move to position 210.

PLACE
The text file has a separate instruction in each line. Normal operation is to process each line and then to move
on to the next one immediately after it. Sometimes it can be useful to be able to "Jump" to another part of the text file
(i.e. over the intervening instructions). To be able to do this you need to be able to specify which line to go to. The
PLACE keyword gives a particular line a numerical "Name" that can then be referred to as a destination to "jump to".
This instruction does not carry out any function other than naming the line it is on. When this keyword is encountered
in the text file , processing continues immediately on to the next line. (see GOTO and IFINPUT keywords which both
use place names)
Instruction Format:

PLACE <place number>

place number:

The number which can be used to refer to this line in the text file. This can be
any number
in the range of 1 to 900. Note that each place number used must be unique. i.e. duplicate
place numbers are not allowed.

Example:

PLACE 25
This line in the text file can now be referred to as 25 .

GOTO
The text file has a separate instruction in each line. Normal operation is to process each line and then to move
on to the next one immediately after it. Sometimes it can be useful to be able to "Jump" to another part of the text file
(i.e. over the intervening instructions). The GOTO instruction will do this. It can be used to "jump" to any line which
has a PLACE keyword. When this keyword is encountered in the text file , processing continues immediately after the
line with the specified place number. (see PLACE keyword )
Instruction Format:

GOTO <place number>

place number:

The number of the PLACE statement to go to in the text file. This can be any number in the
range 1 to 900 (as long as there is a line with the corresponding PLACE statement)

Example:

GOTO 7
Go to the line in the text file which contains the PLACE 7 statement and continue from there.

IFINPUT
The text file has a separate instruction in each line. Normal operation is to process each line and then to move
on to the next one immediately after it. Sometimes it can be useful to be able to "Jump" to another part of the text file
(i.e. over the intervening instructions) depending on the state of an input (eg a switch ). The IFINPUT instruction will
do this. It can be used to "jump" to any line which has a PLACE keyword if the input it refers to is in the required state
(i.e. ON or OFF). If the input matches the required state then processing will "jump" to the specified place number. If
not then it will continue processing at the next instruction immediately after. (see also PLACE keyword )
Instruction Format:

IFINPUT <input number> <onoff> <GOTO> <place number>

input number:

The number of the input to check. Automator has 2 inputs

onoff:

Self explanatory: use either of the words ON or OFF

GOTO:

Always use the word "GOTO" in this position

place number:

The number of the PLACE statement to go to in the text file. This can be any number in the
range 1 to 900 (as long as there is a line with the corresponding PLACE statement)

Example:

IFINPUT 4 ON GOTO 32
If input number 4 is ON then go to the line in the text file which has the PLACE 32 statement
and continue from there.

LOOP
The text file has a separate instruction in each line. Normal operation is to process each line and then to move
on to the next one immediately after it. Sometimes it can be useful to be able to repeat a section of text a number of
times before proceeding. The LOOP instruction is used with a corresponding ENDLOOP instruction to define the
lines of text to be repeated. (i.e. the text between the LOOP and ENDLOOP instructions).
Instruction Format:

LOOP <number of loops(repeats)> <TIMES>

number of loops:

The number of times the text between this instruction and the next ENDLOOP instruction
will be repeated. This can be any number in the range 1 to 5000000. Once the specified
number of loops has been completed normal processing will resume immediately after the
ENDLOOP instruction.

TIMES:

Always use the word "TIMES" in this position

Example:

LOOP 15 TIMES
..
.. (other instructions)
..
ENDLOOP
..
This instructions in the text file between the LOOP and ENDLOOP will be repeated 15 times
before continuing with the instruction immediately after the
ENDLOOP.

ENDLOOP
This defines the end of the area of text to be repeated. See description of LOOP instruction above.
Instruction Format:

ENDLOOP

WAITINPUT
The WAITINPUT keyword will pause the execution of the text instructions until the specified input matches
the requirement (ON or OFF).
Instruction Format:

WAITINPUT < input number > <onoff>

input number:

The number of the input to check. Automator has 2 inputs

onoff:

Self explanatory: use either of the words ON or OFF

Example:

WAITINPUT 2 ON
pause at current text instruction until input number 2 is ON

END
This defines the end of the text file and should be the last instruction in your file. No further processing of
instructions will take place as soon as this instruction is executed.
Instruction Format:

END

6.

Text Examples
The following texts are examples of very simple control applications that demonstrate common hardware
configurations and instruction usage.
Text
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
WAIT 5 SEC
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
END

Text
SERVO 1 90
WAIT 3 SEC
SERVO 1 200
END

Description
Stepper Motor
This very simple example causes the stepper motor to rotate in the
forward direction for 500 steps. 5 seconds later it will rotate in the
reverse direction by the same amount. Since no step interval has been
specified the default value of 5ms per step will be used.

Description
Servo Control
Servo number 1 will move to position 90 (in its range of 1 to 254) and
then wait for 3 seconds before moving to the other side of centre to
position 200.

Text
OUTPUT 1 ON
WAIT 4 SEC
OUTPUT 1 OFF
WAIT 4 SEC
OUTPUT 1 ON
WAIT 4 SEC
OUTPUT 1 OFF
END

Text
WAITINPUT 1 ON
STEPMOTOR 1000 FORWARD
WAITINPUT 1 OFF
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
END

Description
Switching a digital output on and off
Digital Output 1 (OP1) will turn on for 4 seconds then off for 4 seconds.
It will do this twice.
A simple way to test this is to use an LED (with a resistor) as shown
below.

Description
Using an Input to Control the Operation of the Stepper Motor
A digital input can be used to affect the flow of instructions. In this
example digital input one is used to start and stop the stepper motor.
Initially off, when the switch is on the stepper motor will rotate 1000 steps
in the forward direction. When the switch is turned off again it will rotate
500 steps in the reverse direction.

Text
IFINPUT 1 ON GOTO 10
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
GOTO 20
PLACE 10
STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE
PLACE 20
WAIT 5 SEC
END

Text
LOOP 20 TIMES
STEPMOTOR 300 FORWARD
WAIT STEPMOTOR
STEPMOTOR 200 REVERSE
WAIT STEPMOTOR
STEPMOTOR 500 FORWARD
WAIT STEPMOTOR
ENDLOOP
END

Description
Using an Input to Alter the Sequence of Control
Slightly more complex control sequence in which the normal flow of
instructions is altered by a GOTO instruction controlled by a switch on
input 1
If digital input 1 is on (i.e. the switch is open and the input is "pulled up"
to +5v), the stepper motor will do 500 steps in the forward direction. If the
input is off (switch closed) it will do 500 steps in the reverse direction.
Remember that the PLACE instructions don't actually do anything other
than provide a "place" for the GOTO instruction to go to.
Note that the "GOTO 20" instruction in line 3 is necessary to avoid the
next instruction being the "STEPMOTOR 500 REVERSE"

Description
Using LOOP and ENDLOOP
It is very often useful to repeat a sequence of instructions a number
of times before progressing to the next section of text. This example
will run the stepper motor 300 steps forward, then 200 steps in
reverse then 500 more steps forward. It will then repeat this sequence
20 times.

7.

Build Your Own
Although the self build kit of parts for Automator is a very convenient and easy way to get started in
automation and control there is another option available. Once you have your automation project working with the
assembled board and have gained the experience of using it, you may want to create your own version. For that
purpose we have provided a full circuit diagram (below) of the Automator board and have made the PIC chip available
to buy separately. This means you can construct a project based on your own design requirements but still take
advantage of the ease of use of the Automator and its software (JustText).
This makes it very easy to design and build your own board on something as simple as stripboard or even
prototyping boards. With the correct connections, all you need to do is fit our PIC chip to have a fully operational
board capable of plugging directly into a USB port on your computer. The PIC chip we supply comes fully
programmed with the necessary software (firmware) to provide the same functionality as the Automator board but at
much reduced cost. This option provides one of the lowest cost ways to create your own custom USB control device.

Below is a photo of a typical implementation of this approach using stripboard. In this case the requirement was just
to control a single servo from a computer.

8.

Minimum PC System Requirements
This software does not require a high spec PC for correct operation, but the following system is
suggested as a sensible minimum
Processor
500MHz Pentium
Memory
640MB
HDD
100MB free space required
Screen Resolution
1024x768 (256 colours)
Interface
One free USB socket (1.0 or 2.0) to connect the board
Operating System
Windows XP (or later) (includes Win XP, 7,8 and 10, and both 32 & 64bit versions)

9.

Terms of Use for all Goods Supplied

Definitions
‘Supplier’ shall mean PC Control Ltd.
‘Buyer’ shall mean the person, company or any other body that purchases or agrees to purchase Goods.
‘Goods’ shall mean all goods and services which the Buyer agrees to buy from the Supplier including replacements
for defective Goods, hardware, documentation and software products licensed for use by the Buyer.
Use of the Goods in any way by the Buyer constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions.
Terms and Conditions
1.
The Goods are intended to be part of the buyer’s own design of apparatus and not a finished product
in their own right.
2.
The Goods supplied are not to be used in any design where there is a risk, however small, either
directly or indirectly, of death or personal injury.
3.
The Buyer will be responsible for ensuring the fitness for purpose of the Goods for the Buyer’s
application.
4.
To the extent permitted by law, the Supplier accepts no liability whatsoever or howsoever arising in
respect of loss, damage or expense arising from errors in information or advice provided whether or not due to
the Supplier’s negligence or that of its employees, agents or sub-contractors save for any loss or damage
arising from death or personal injury.
5.
To the extent permitted by law, the Supplier shall not be liable to the Buyer by reason of any
representation (unless fraudulent), or any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at common
law, or under the express terms of any Contract with the Buyer, for any indirect, special or unforeseen loss or
damage (whether for loss of profit or otherwise), costs, expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever
(whether caused by the negligence of the Supplier, its employees or agents or otherwise) which arise out of or
in connection with the supply of the Goods or their use or resale by the Buyer.
6.
The entire liability of the Supplier under or in connection with the Contract with the Buyer shall not
exceed the price of the Goods except as expressly provided in these terms and conditions.
7.
Before proceeding with the installation and use of this software, carefully read the following terms
and conditions of this license agreement and limited warranty (''the agreement'').By installing or using this
software you indicate your acceptance of this agreement. If you do not accept or agree with these terms, you
may not install or use this software. This software, including documentation is owned by PC Control Ltd. This
agreement does not provide you with title or ownership of the software, but only a right of limited use as
outlined in this license agreement. When purchased, PC Control ltd. will grant you a non-exclusive, royalty
free license to use the software on the single computer on which it is installed. The license is also restricted to
the specific hard drive on that computer that is present during installation. The software is supplied solely for
use in conjunction with our range of boards. Without the written consent of PC Control ltd., you may not rent
or lease the software, or sell any portion of the software. This software is provided ''as is'' without warranty of
any kind either expressed or implied, including ,but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. PC Control Ltd. do not warrant that the functions contained in the
software will meet your requirements or that the operation of the software will be uninterrupted or error free.
In no event shall PC Control Ltd or any other party who may have distributed the software be liable for
damages, including any general, special incidental, or consequential damages arising from the use or inability
to use the software, including, but not limited to, loss of data or losses sustained by you or third parties.
8.
These terms are an important part of the full terms and conditions of business as published on the
website at www.pc-control.co.uk/general-terms.htm which also apply.
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